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Take a Chance 2021-01-03
celebrate the holidays with the taking chances crew a proposal gone wrong new additions to the family will it be
a puppy baby both and who gives a house as a gift hang out with your favorite characters this holiday season to
see if they get the gifts they never knew they wanted this is a peek into the lives of these characters to enjoy
the full experience the taking chances standalone series should be read first

The Standalone Collection 2020-08-06
get 3 great standalone books in one collection from usa today bestselling author mike ryan included are a
dangerous man the last job the crew a dangerous man for the past ten years dan casey has lived a relatively
quiet life in virginia he got married had two kids even started his own business but a deep dark secret he s been
hiding is about to shatter his world casey thought he was done with his past but his past wasn t done with him
everyone is about to find out though he s still a very dangerous man the last job eric lamb is a world renowned
hit man he s the best there is he s the number one go to man when a job pops up but lamb is getting tired of his
profession the constant killings some seemingly innocent have finally taken their toll on him and he s about to
do something about it after he s contracted to do a new job he decides he s had enough all in the hopes of
saving a young girl he doesn t even know and it will probably cost him his life the crew jack carter s got a
problem he left his old life and his old crew behind to start a family but now several years later they ve come
calling again the leader of the crew dominic cirella wants to pull off an armored car job right under the noses of
the cops who are tailing them will jack sacrifice his new peaceful life for a potential big score will they be able to
pull it off or will they all go down in a hail of gunfire



Taking Chances 2016-06-03
humanity is deeply committed to living along the world s shores but a catastrophic storm like sandy which took
hundreds of lives and caused many billions of dollars in damages shines a bright light at how costly and
vulnerable life on a shoreline can be taking chances offers a wide ranging exploration of the diverse challenges
of sandy and asks if this massive event will really change how coastal living and development is managed
bringing together leading researchers including biologists urban planners utilities experts and climatologists
among others taking chances illuminates reactions to the dangers revealed by sandy focusing on new jersey
new york and other hard hit areas the contributors explore whether hurricane sandy has indeed transformed our
perceptions of coastal hazards if we have made radically new plans in response to sandy and what we think
should be done over the long run to improve coastal resilience surprisingly one essay notes that while a large
majority of new jerseyans identified sandy with climate change and favored carefully assessing the likelihood of
damage from future storms before rebuilding the shore their political leaders quickly poured millions into
reconstruction indeed much here is disquieting one contributor points out that investors scared off from further
investments on the shore are quickly replaced by new investors sustaining or increasing the overall human
exposure to risk likewise a study of the gowanus canal area of brooklyn shows that even after sandy swamped
the area with toxic flood waters plans to convert abandoned industrial lots around the canal into high density
condominiums went on undeterred by contrast utilities emergency officials and others who routinely make long
term plans have changed operations in response to the storm and provide examples of adaptation in the face of
climate change will sandy be a tipping point in coastal policy debates or simply dismissed as a once in a century
anomaly this thought provoking collection of essays in taking chances makes an important contribution to this
debate



The Summer of Taking Chances 2020-06-04
would you take the second chance you ve always dreamed of a wonderful fresh new talent katie fforde it s been
ten years since emma stevens last laid eyes on jake murray when he left the small seaside village of south quay
to chase the limelight emma s dreams left with him now emma is content living a quiet and uneventful life in
south quay it s far from the life she imagined but at least her job at the local hotel has helped heal her broken
heart but when jake returns home for the summer to escape the spotlight emma s feelings quickly come
flooding back there s clearly a connection between them but jake has damaged her heart once already will she
ever be able to give him a second chance escape with this perfect heartwarming summer romance for fans of
sue moorcroft and miranda dickinson readers love the summer of taking chances i highly recommend if you are
looking for a perfect summery story netgalley reviewer a lovely escapism read netgalley reviewer i haven t been
able to put this one down it s absolutely gorgeous and i highly recommend netgalley reviewer enjoyable reading
netgalley reviewer great characters and a really good storyline netgalley reviewer

Unintended: A Sin Series Standalone Novel 2017-10-20
the fellowship saga continues with kieran and westlyn s story in this standalone spinoff of the sin trilogy captor
becomes lover i m a marksman mobster deadly assassin my job is to protect my brotherhood but that isn t my
only responsibility i m kieran hendry the up and coming leader of the order and a new duty calls i must take a
wife a wife i don t know a wife born into a position at the top of the fellowship hierarchy a wife who will forge a
strong alliance between her brotherhood and mine a wife i don t want i knew next to nothing about westlyn
breckenridge when i abducted her but i quickly discover that she s intelligent strong defiant selfless and
beautiful one night with her is all it takes for me to see that she is no typical mafia princess i m hopeful this
arranged marriage won t be the miserable union i imagined it to be but convincing my intended to give us a



chance won t be easy when she sees me as the enemy the brute who kidnapped her the vile fiend who
threatened to do as he wished with her body it s true i am all those things i had cruel intentions but everything
has changed my affection for her is unexpected my love unintended unintended is a standalone novel but is
best enjoyed after reading the sin trilogy a necessary sin the next sin one last sin each sin series standalone
novel features a different couple met in the sin trilogy about unintended heat level 5 5 cheating none cliffhanger
none hea yes tropes and themes arranged marriage dark alpha protective alpha possessive alpha organized
crime enemies to lovers kidnapping captor hero with accent scottish family saga band of brothers

Dare to Stand Alone 2008
sir when the regulations of my country clash with the laws of my god i must obey my god ivan declared the
general studied ivan s face seriously does that include the regulations of your army religion was suppressed
christians were forced to practice their faith secretly yet one teenage boy found the courage to stand up and
speak boldly about his god not just to his friends or in a private church meetingbut on a military base in front of
nearly 3 000 enlisted men and one colonel foolish maybe risky definitely but ivan gumenyuk had determined to
follow god s calling and right then god was calling him to be a missionary in the soviet army like daniel of old
ivan faced trials that tested his faith to the limits and like daniel ivan accomplished incredible things for god

Taking Chances 2019-08-13
she s been given the gift of a lifetime he wants to stand in her way and now they re stuck together for six long
weeks piper williams is poor she s always been poor like seriously dirt poor from a small town but when one of
her regular customers at the greasy spoon diner gives her the gift of a lifetime her life changes overnight but as
with all gifts there are potential obstacles and hers is named cameron the grandson of her now dearly departed



customer is thrust upon her and she s forced to work with a man who seems to despise her from day one with
only six weeks to make it work cameron and piper try to exist in the same house but as with everything in life
things change the whiskey ridge series is a small town contemporary clean and wholesome romance series set
in the north georgia mountains each book is a standalone with no cliffhangers click buy now to get started
reading this feel good series don t miss rachel hanna s other books the january cove series the one for me
loving tessa falling for you finding love all i need secrets and soulmates choices of the heart sweet love faith
hope love note it is recommended to read the first five january cove books in order as they introduce you to the
parker family all the others can be read in any order january cove special editions waiting for you second
chance christmas the whiskey ridge series can be read in any order starting over taking chances home again
always a bridesmaid the billionaire s retreat stand alone books back to us

Stand Alone Stan 2011-09-29
britannia 1993 in a world where the roman legionaries never left britain a man can walk from the walls of york
or eburacum to the southern seas without leaving the shade of the greenwood inhabited by wildcats wolves and
bears as well as the descendants of the folk who built stonehenge solar powered air cars journey along straight
roads that connect them to the roman settlements and link them to the cities of a global empire when a jealous
feud forced three young people into the forest they discovered an older britain where the rules of rational rome
no longer applied but now their sanctuary has been besieged and they are once more on the run their
destination this time is stand alone stan a community built around an ancient standing stone high on the
yorkshire moors and it is here that their paths must at last diverge and we begin to suspect the very different
destinies that await them stand alone stan is the second volume of a land fit for heroes



I STAND ALONE 2024-04-25
for eons prophesies of disasters leading to the end of the world failed to come to fruition that changed when an
enormous asteroid struck the planet causing numerous natural disasters which left much of civilization in utter
ruins the few remaining survivors would come to know this time as the big apocalyptic event almost two
decades later barbaric people called nomads now roam the decimated and virtually abandoned cities during the
daylight however come nightfall they run for cover and scatter into their hiding holes the night belongs to
something else a mysterious threat from above looms over the desolated cityscapes scouting for signs of life
why no one knows a young female survivor named evangelina must find a way to survive this post apocalyptic
world and she must do so alone

Firefly 2017-07-18
firefly is the new novel from new york times bestselling author molly mcadams a dark twisting story of
redemption and true love against the odds perfect for fans of j b salsbury jamie mcguire sophie jackson and lisa
renee jones as the princess of the irish american mob there s no shortage of men ready to help guard and
protect me kieran hayes has been saving me for as long as i can remember it s in his blood and one of the many
reasons i fell in love with him until my favourite trait became his biggest flaw making me resent the man i love
what i wasn t prepared for was dare the man who set my world on fire with just one touch he saw straight
through to my soul and silently demanded my heart from the beginning and i didn t expect dare to be demitri
borello the reason for so many deaths in my family a man who will take my life the moment he finds out who i
am despite it all i ll love him until that moment comes don t miss blackbird another powerful romance of love in
the darkness from molly mcadams



Chasing Skye 2018-04-22
best years of your life yeah right i was so excited to start my junior year i ve been practicing volleyball all
summer and even lifting weights just when i thought all my hard work was going to pay off the principal s
daughter starts gunning for my position and my crush she s making my life miserable on and off the court and
her dad won t do anything to stop it i need to learn to stand up for myself and protect my spot on the team or i
could say goodbye to a scholarship and my only way out of this way too small town chasing skye is a
contemporary young adult romance showing the ups and downs of high school love and life grab your copy and
get wrapped up in the story today

Abi and the Boy Who Lied 2023-10-11
someone s out to get me i just don t know who it s been the craziest year of my life and celebrating graduation
with jon just makes it all feel real like maybe i can have my happily ever after but then grandma hands me a
graduation card and there s no address on it no signature just six words from a complete stranger that turn my
life upside down i m supposed to be getting ready for college dealing with moving away from my friends after
actually finding some enjoying my relationship with jon but maybe all of that is the least of my worries because i
know one thing for sure someone is out to get me i just hope i can find out who it is without losing the love of
my life in the process continue reading the second book in abi s story a sweet young adult new adult romance
filled with swoony kisses thrilling moments and enough adrenaline to last abi a lifetime



Abi and the Boy She Loves 2023-10-11
i don t want to be another statistic after everything i ve been through i m more focused than ever on healing
myself and living the kind of life i want but with my dad up for parole and jon s athletic career over with a single
injury my dreams are turning into a nightmare i have so many questions how can i heal when everything around
me seems so broken how can i live my life when the person who hurt me might walk free and the hardest
question of all how can jon know he loves me if he doesn t even know who he is anymore abi s story comes to
an end in an incredible emotional tumultuous journey read the final book in the texas high series abi for a
heartfelt story you will never forget

Road Trip with the Enemy 2019-09-24
i made two promises after my brother died to run a charity marathon in his place and to avoid jeremiah dermot
at all costs so when my car s broken down on the side of the road while my parents are at a retreat to save their
crumbling marriage of course jeremiah s the one who pulls up and offers to give me a ride i don t care how
handsome he is when he looks at me with those adventure eyes or that any other girl would give everything to
drive across the country with him no i m thinking about my brother and the little boy in hospice he wanted to
run this race for now i have two choices break a promise to my brother or take a road trip with my enemy get
lost in this story that makes you feel in ways you ve never felt before road trip with the enemy will leave you
breathless restless smiling and believing enemies can have a happily ever after



Fabio vs the Friend Zone 2022-01-28
since when did fabio not get the girl grace fabio s always been there for me no matter what now i m a senior
still dateless and never been kissed but he doesn t seem to mind me spending the summer away teaching
english in china doesn t have to change our friendship but his unrequited feelings for me might fabio i m named
after the world s most popular romance cover model but i can t get my best friend to fall in love with me video
game binges and harry potter movie marathons might be fun but to get out of the friend zone i have to do
something big confessing my feelings for her in the airport terminal was not what i had planned and from the
look on grace s face i don t know if we ll ever recover can their friendship survive his true feelings and grow into
something more or for the first time in history will fabio not get the girl start reading fabio vs the friend zone
today for a story that will leave you smiling and believing in best friends to lovers this young adult
contemporary romance filled with pop culture and nostalgia will make you laugh out loud grab kelsie stelting s
latest installment in the pen pal romance series today

Fragments That Fit 2019-05-14
hating luc davin is easy working for him shoshi s only hope when shoshana glass lands an interview for a senior
position at a top venture capital firm she can t believe her good luck until she s dismissed before even saying
hello it might be that she s underqualified or maybe turning down luc davin s drunken advances the night
before did the trick when she calls him out davin wastes no time cutting her down to size not finished
humiliating her he then offers her a different job as his personal assistant shoshi knows she should refuse but
being able to afford luxuries like food and heat trumps any remaining shreds of her pride shoshi s determined to
make the most of this opportunity and walk away on her terms with a résumé boost a stronger network and a
cushion of savings tucked away all she has to do is survive davin s mind games so if davin thinks he can chew



her up and spit her out he s got another thing coming this is shoshi s last chance to turn her life around and not
even the worst boss ever will stand in her way fragments that fit is a standalone romantic women s fiction novel
perfect for fans of kristan higgins and colleen hoover with a broke millennial struggling to find her way a
romance she never saw coming and the grumpy boss you ll love to hate this is one heartfelt story you won t
want to miss

Sincerely Cinderella 2023-10-09
i gave him three rules three impossible rules 1 i don t want you to know my real name 2 we re never going to
meet in person 3 you don t get to be my prince charming when i woke up in the hospital fatherless and blind
falling in love was my last priority no i had to figure out how to live again and deal with my heinous aunt plus
her two daughters aka the terrible two but then i got my first letter from jett he shouldn t want anything to do
with me a relationship would cost him too much but he keeps trying to tell me that some rules are meant to be
broken the only problem with our rules they exist for a reason start reading sincerely cinderella today to learn
what happens when fate meets reality fans of the sun is also a star by nicola yoon and cinder ella by kelly oram
will devour this young adult romance that will leave your heart pounding your eyes watering and butterflies
dancing in your stomach or at least believing in happily ever after

Dear Adam 2023-06-12
what happens when the bad boy takes over the school advice column nora i have the perfect life at least that s
what my thug project partner thinks he keeps saying i m a privileged white girl who s never had to get her
hands dirty but with my dad running for governor reputation is everything i can t let him or anyone know i m
drowning under the pressure which is why the anonymous advice columnist at school is perfect i get some



advice and no one knows it s me emerick the last thing i should be doing is giving advice my dad s in prison my
mom s buried under his credit card debt and me i m one wrong move from getting kicked out of school so when
the guidance counselor gives me two options anonymously take over the school s advice column or fail my
senior year what choice do i really have they should have picked my project partner little miss perfect instead
they got me start reading dear adam in the pen pal romance series today to see whether enemies can really
become lovers fans of fangirl by rainbow rowell and dear aaron by mariana zapata will love this sweet young
adult romance with a diverse cast of characters that feel real enough to touch

Curvy Girls Can't Date Cowboys 2024-02-02
the one thing my parents can t shelter me from is my heart i nearly died the summer of my eighth grade year
and ever since then my parents have done everything they could to keep me healthy now i m a senior and
instead of feeling safe i m suffocating when my parents take my twin sisters out of town for an audition i have
my chance to show them that i m responsible that i can go to college on my own and start a life outside of their
organic food store and emerson academy all i have to do is turn in all my assignments and have a few quiet
nights at home no problem that is until my video project partner decides to be a total flake ray may be hot and
fill out a pair of wrangler jeans like nobody s business but he is not ruining my chance at freedom i go to his
family s ranch to get his help but instead discover something else could everything my parents taught me be
wrong unless i act fast my quiet weekend will ruin my chance at freedom and wreck my heart faster than the
flash of my camera hang on for a wild ride in the third book of the curvy girl club curvy girls can t date cowboys
promises plenty of laughter along with some tears and the hottest cowboy at emerson academy start reading
this sweet contemporary western romance today



Curvy Girls Can't Date Point Guards 2023-06-26
brand new in the curvy girl club there are two kinds of people in the world those who live in the limelight and
those allergic to attention and somehow they always find each other terrell terrell had his last basketball season
at emerson academy all planned out step one win the state championship step two get recruited by the best
colleges in the nation step three play in college and then go pro but life had other plans when all the other
starters on the team are kicked off for being caught at a party he s left playing with freshmen who ve never
seen varsity playing time if he wants a to get attention from recruiters now he has to buckle down that means
focusing on the team and the team alone sadie sadie would be the picture next to introvert in the dictionary and
sadie was fine with that until the college counselor says her being a loner is keeping her from the sterling
recommendation letter she needs to get into her dream marine biology program so when the basketball team
comes to her family s art studio for lessons designed to help them bond sadie volunteers to lead them in
exchange for a letter from the basketball coach but when she gets to know terrell more she finds she prefers his
company to being alone can she handle being the popular guy s girlfriend will he be okay with a relationship in
the shadows find out in curvy girls can t date point guards

Curvy Girls Can't Date Best Friends 2023-06-23
it was all fake dating and games until my heart got involved i wanted to have the best summer ever to have my
first kiss and finally get my brother s best friend to notice me so i talked my best friend carson into helping he d
do anything for me and i d do the same for him but somewhere between fake dating and pretending to fall in
love with him i fell for real and it was the dumbest thing i ve ever done in the last four books of the curvy girl
club carson and callie have stayed best friends now it s time for a love story all their



The Curvy Girl Club 2023-07-03
catch up with the original curvy girl club as adults in this full length story told from alternating points of view life
has a way of pulling friends in different directions not all of them are good five friends found each other senior
year of high school but things have changed since then from cross country moves to demanding school and
work schedules keeping a friendship going is harder than any of them anticipated but when the beloved waldo s
diner burns down they have no choice but to put their differences aside and come together to save it they have
mere weeks to raise enough money to buy it back from a greedy corporation and build it to what it once was
what started out as a mission to save waldo s diner turns into a lesson instead you can t always go back to the
way things were some things are meant to change for better or worse start reading the curvy girl club all grown
up to see where the characters you love are as adults you ll love this heartwarming raw story of friendship
growth and redemption

Curvy Girls Can't Date Bullies 2023-07-10
he bullied my sister now it s his turn to pay ryker is the top of the emerson academy food chain and he uses his
power to remind everyone of just how powerless they are until now when i see him picking on the most innocent
girl in school for her weight i snap ignoring him is no longer enough no my friends and i are going to make him
pay he s going to go down as the hottest mess emerson academy has ever seen and i m going to be the one
lighting the flame get your copy of curvy girls can t date bullies today for the payback and redemption every girl
who s been bullied for her size has ever dreamed of you ll love this standalone story in the curvy girl club



Curvy Girls Can't Dance 2023-09-15
the strongest bodybuilder in emerson isn t a match for my focus emerson dance is one of the most prestigious
dance companies in the country and i got kicked off the team right before nationals because my curves don t fit
not their idea of a perfect dancer s body and definitely not their costume i m going to enter the competition on
my own and show them that every body is a dancer s body it will mean practicing in the gym with the
bodybuilders but i can shove my nerves and my attraction to carter mccormac aside long enough to win my
reputation and my future depend on it if you love girls who buck the rules and guys strong enough to lift them
up you ll love curvy girls can t dance a standalone romance in the curvy girl club grab your copy and fall in love
today

Stand Alone Still 2023-05-22
embark on a transformative journey of self discovery and healing in this compelling exploration of resilience and
forgiveness have you endured unimaginable hardships surviving what feels like hell on earth only to realize that
the path to salvation lies not in entering heaven but in healing your own wounded heart in this poignant tale you
will discover that the true meaning of home extends far beyond physical walls it resides within the depths of
your own being as you navigate the challenging terrain of self forgiveness and forgiveness of others you will
uncover a profound truth the battle lies not in the external world but within yourself it is through this internal
struggle that you find the strength to grow and transcend the limitations imposed upon you



Curvy Girls Can't Date Curvy Girls 2001-10-30
emerson s first pride celebration is full of joy love and enough drama to last a lifetime ever since coming out xi s
parents have been her biggest cheerleaders pushing her to join the emerson pride association and making the
community a better place for people like her now she s got the huge responsibility of planning emerson
academy s first ever inclusive prom to take place after the town s very first pride parade even though she s
never had a girlfriend or even a date of her own kiyana s hidden her orientation long as she can remember the
only person who knows is her secretly gay best friend fake boyfriend stefon their relationship has kept
judgmental family and public scrutiny off their backs throughout high school but with their senior year behind
them everything is about to change when stefon convinces kiyana to come to the pride celebration she
immediately recognizes xi the cute edgy girl at school who s always on the outside but seems secure in who she
is can the pride celebration show kiyana it s safe to go with xi to the prom or will xi s first prom go down as
another dateless night in history curvy girls can t date curvy girls is a pride edition story in the curvy girl club
celebrating body positivity diversity and most of all love start reading now to start this sweet and swoony
romance

Curvy Girls Can't Date Billioniares 2023-05-30
when my mom gets us a cleaning gig for a billionaire she gives me one rule do not under any circumstances fall
for his son but why would i dating him could cost us the first big client we ve had in far too long not to mention
my heart was just broken and kai and i couldn t be more different he grew up in a mansion while we can barely
afford our apartment his family donates insane amounts of money to the school i attend on scholarship he has a
personal trainer and i live on coffee and muffins but for some reason he likes me anyway i know i should stay
away from him how can i get my heart to stay on the same page start reading today for an enemies to lovers



billionaire romance that will make you laugh cry and cheer for happily ever after

Do I Stand Alone? 2023-07-17
the ex navy seal and pro wrestler who is now governor of minnesota delivers this powerful follow up to his
smash bestseller i ain t got time to bleed taking on the hot button issues few politicians dare touch he lays out a
resounding indictment of our creeping national cynicism irresponsible media and a political system that rewards
mediocrity includes a new chapter

Curvy Girls Can't Date Quarterbacks 2023-07-24
emerson academy s star quarterback the invisible plus size girl and a bet that could ruin them both the mean
girl told me someone like beckett langley would never date a plus size girl like me and my mouth spoke before
my brain thought i bet her i could get the star quarterback beckett langley to take me to homecoming if i win
she ll stop bullying me and if i lose i ll stay home from the dance like the pariah she thinks i am the catch he
doesn t even know i exist my friends are all on board trying to get his attention so she ll stop making fun of girls
like us but then i get to know the real beckett he s kind and thoughtful and tired of only being thought of as a
good looking jock just like i don t like people judging me and now i have a really big problem he doesn t know
our relationship is built on a bet and i don t know how to tell him the truth without losing the first and only guy i
ve ever loved



Curvy Girls Can't Date Soldiers 2023-08-07
he s in love with me the only problem he thinks i m someone else i ve spent my whole life trying not to get
bullied for my frizzy hair my freckles the white patches on my black skin or the gap in my teeth not to mention
the extra hundred pounds i have on most of my classmates so when my soldier pen pal wants to see a picture of
me i freak i send him a picture of one of the it girls at school and move on the odds of us meeting in person are
less than zero and for once in my life i want to know what it feels like to be one of the beautiful girls someone a
guy like him would be into and it is amazing until i start to feel more about him than just a pen pal should he
says he feels the same way but when he wants to meet me i have a huge problem how can i put my heart on
the line when i can t even show my face this curvy military romance is going to have you shaking your head one
moment and wiping your eyes the next get ready to see what it means to face your biggest fears when your
biggest fear is yourself

Curvy Girls Can't Date Princes 2013-03-25
our foreign exchange student is a prince a real life prince like of a country and he s not one of those ugly ones
with big teeth that girls only like because he s royal no he s hot on fire i m drooling just thinking about him but
that s the problem because the only reason my parents took him in is because they don t think there s any way
a guy like him could crush on a girl like me i m going to prove them wrong i don t know how but i m going to
figure out a way to make leopold williams fall for me before i cross the graduation stage curvy girls can t date
princes is an exhilarating royal romance in the curvy girl club that will have your heart beating fast and
butterflies dancing in your stomach read like a queen and grab your copy today



Curvy Girls Can't Date Surfers 2022-06-04
when my dog runs away on the beach and into the arms of a handsome surfer i think i m in luck until i realize
said surfer is actually a grump who acts like he owns the ocean i want to forget the encounter ever happened
and focus on helping care for my dad who suffered a brain injury while in the military but i m out of luck jerk
supreme aka diego goes to my new school and since we re in the same classes i ll be seeing a lot of his stupid
white teeth and mischievous eyes while i do my best to finish my senior year and get started on my career
getting paired with him for a class project was just the icing on the cake but the more time i spend with him the
more i realize first impressions aren t always true i m falling for him but i need to stay away military brats know
everything is temporary i ll only break his heart curvy girls can t date surfers is a sweet ya enemies to lovers
romance with only kisses on page start reading this body positive romance today

100 Stand-Alone Bible Studies 2019-04-22
these studies provide a bridge for people to find their place in the bible story designed to be used individually
they can also be followed thematically with twenty five studies on bible characters twenty lessons from the life
of jesus five studies from the law and prophets and more each double page spread has a bible passage
supporting commentary a series of questions and a prayer have fun with these outlines writes pen wilcock may
your home be a place of friendship somewhere people can learn to love the lord jesus a safe place to become
more self aware and awake to the beauty and the vulnerability of their fellow pilgrims



Beauty Is Alisha Hoover? 2019-03-26
what makes a woman beautiful craig rogers never considered himself a knight in shining armor but when
several of their co workers bet alisha can t get a date he asks her out his attempt at chivalry backfires one date
with her forces him to reassess his preconceived notions what makes a woman beautiful and attractive to the
opposite sex he ll need a second date to decide and then a third

Sinful Seduction 2010-07-09
a sultry jazz bar owner a string of brutal murders and an enigmatic police chief with a dark secret what could go
wrong lena johnson s nights are filled with the smoky ambiance of midnight blues and its enchanting
supernatural patrons in the city of cres haze but when a series of grisly killings rocks the community she finds
herself inexplicably drawn to the dangerous investigation and the ruggedly handsome police chief sergei
peytona as they delve into the dark underbelly of cres haze uncovering twisted rituals and forbidden magic the
line blurs between the murder cases and their smoldering chemistry with each electrifying encounter she s left
wondering whether she should trust her life or body to the seductive sergei or will surrendering to the passion
consuming her end in heartbreak or worse lose yourself in this deliciously steamy urban fantasy where murder
and desire collide on the shadowy streets of cres haze sinful seductions is for fans of sizzling paranormal
romance blended with gripping mystery and suspense

Fate of Three 2019-09-22
a ruthless collector of dark magical artifacts three jaguar shifters intent on taking him down and they re asking
me to be some kind of undercover spy saying yes seems like the most dangerous decision i could possibly make



but that s nothing compared to falling in love with all three of them they ve promised me their protection and i
ve rolled the dice i m trusting all three with my love and my life fate of three part of the descendants collection
of stand alone fast paced steamy reverse harem paranormal shifter romances 18 if you are a fan of nicole casey
serena meadows jl wilder krista wolf and stephanie brother you re going to love this reverse harem paranormal
romance keywords paranormal romance romantic books romance ebooks books to read and download
contemporary romance paranormal romance books ebooks romance romance books for adults no cliffhangers
supernatural romance books paranormal romance books full novel steamy romance books happily ever after
guaranteed hea no cliffhangers happy for now hfn reverse harem menage why choose mmf shifter books
adventure witch hero jaguar shifters magic witch hero protector spell

Desired By Four 2023-12-29
falling in love isn t supposed to be literal except if you re a witch who s cast a soulmate spell turns out love
magic isn t the kind you dabble with first there s dixon with his sweet midwestern twang then there s action
hero hot mateo who literally swooped in and saved my life plus his three insanely handsome brothers the
universe definitely heard my call and it s raining men alright it seems that controlling the magnetic attraction is
where it gets tricky especially if you mistakenly call upon a magical being intent on killing you and stealing your
power whoops fortunately i ve got four hot shifter protectors because i m gonna need em desired by four is a
fast paced steamy reverse harem paranormal shifter romance 18 if you are a fan of amelia wilson lisa daniels
sharan daire cassie cole and stephanie brother you re going to love this reverse harem paranormal romance
keywords paranormal romance romantic books romance ebooks books to read and download contemporary
romance paranormal romance books ebooks romance romance books for adults supernatural romance books
paranormal romance books full novel steamy romance books happily ever after guaranteed hea no cliffhangers
happy for now hfn reverse harem menage why choose mmf shifter books free adventure witch hero lion shifters



magic witch hero protector spell fast paced

One Night in Vegas
sin city offers full blood vampire sean patrick nothing more than the same boring bedroom games until he
encounters a mysterious woman whose strength and appetite rival his own susoma s search for a man with
sean s sensual prowess finally pays off as duty calls her home leaving will break her heart staying will condemn
her younger sister to a life of misery which choice will she make one night in vegas is a vampire romance for
readers who love their vamps sexy and unapologetic get your copy now

Losing Bash (Extended Cut)
life has never been easy for jake bash alfonsi but he s always found a way to survive even when his father gave
into his ptsd demons and took his own life just days before he turned twenty one he got through it he even
managed to go on and find a few slices of happiness in his life but this latest hand life dealt him is his hardest
challenge yet will bash be able to rise once again or will he get lost in his pain forever keywords mc biker
romance mc romance biker romance dark romance contemporary romance crime fiction personal struggle
alzheimer s romantic suspense suspense romance strong heroine alpha male romance bad boy romance action
adventure steamy romance full length romantic suspense book biker series new start starting over new york
city



New Approaches to Decolonizing Fashion History and Period
Styles
new approaches to decolonizing fashion history and period styles re fashioning pedagogies offers a wide array
of inclusive global practical approaches for teaching costume and fashion history costume designers technicians
and historians have spent the last several years re evaluating how they teach costume and fashion history
acknowledging the need to refocus the discourse to include a more global perspective this book is a collection of
pedagogical methods aimed to do just that with an emphasis on easy reference accessible activities and rubrics
and containing a variety of ways to restructure the course each chapter offers a course description syllabus
calendar course objectives and learning outcomes as well as sample activities from instructors across the
country who have made major changes to their coursework using a combination of personal narratives
examples from their work bibliographies of helpful texts and student responses contributors suggest a variety of
ways to decolonize the traditionally western focused fashion history syllabus this collection of pedagogical
approaches is intended to support and inspire instructors teaching costume design costume history fashion
history period styles and other aesthetic histories in the arts
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